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Abstract 
 
 The task of efficient vehicles dispatching in real time 
becomes very important for service and transportation 
companies. In general, dispatch management requires 
complex perceptual and cognitive abilities applied under a 
high level of stress; the development of a knowledge-
based expert system for dispatch management reduces 
both stress and risk in decision-making and increases 
economic efficiency. This paper describes a proposed 
object-oriented explicit consequences approach to domain 
knowledge representation and reasoning about domain 
experts’ actions, and presents the prototype of a 
knowledge-based system developed for a manufacturing 
company. The key benefits of an operational logistic 
system for dispatch management are discussed as well. 
 

1     Introduction 
 
 This paper compares different approaches to domain 
knowledge representation and reasoning about domain 
experts’ actions and describes the development of a 
prototype knowledge-based system (KBS) which 
demonstrates key benefits of an operational logistic system 
for dispatch management. 
 The problem experienced by a large manufacturing 
company is that of the dispatch of service vehicles and 
personnel to service requests based upon location, service 
expertise, and the availability and location of spare parts. 
As mentioned in [13] the development of an expert 
consultant for an advanced computer-aided dispatching 
system is essential because the task of dispatching vehicles 
is important for the business cost-effectiveness and service 
productivity and at the same time “requires complex 
perceptual and cognitive abilities that are often applied 
under a high level of stress”. 
 The developed prototype KBS supports decision-
making process for a particular technical product range. 

There are about 50 different products in the product group 
and approximately 10,000 installations in the Sydney 
metropolitan area. These machines are serviced by number 
of technicians covering the city and the four regions of the 
Sydney metropolitan area. 

2    The Problem Description. Key Players 
and Service Calls Operational Procedures 
 
 Technicians. Each technician is trained to service a 
range of products and is allocated a region where s/he will 
do the servicing. The technicians have to move from 
region to region if asked to do so. 
 Dispatchers. Dispatchers are responsible for 
allocating jobs to technicians. They are the ones who 
attend phone calls from customers and allocate jobs. It is 
the responsibility of each technician to communicate 
directly with a dispatcher to get new jobs, provide the 
status of current job, etc. 
 Customers. There are three type of customers, 
namely, contract/warranty customers, time and material 
customers, and other. Contract customers are given top 
priority in service calls. 
 Request for Service. The first step in the process 
occurs when a customer rings the Service to request a 
service call. The dispatcher enters the details for the 
current call, goes through the jobs in progress and waiting 
and gives the customer an estimated time of arrival, based 
on existing workloads for a technician. 
 Allocating Calls to Technicians. The dispatcher 
works with a board which has technician's names, grouped 
by region, and columns of card slots under each name. 
Once a call is recorded, a card with the call details is 
printed and placed in a slot under the name of a technician 
who is trained to service the particular machine. The 
dispatchers allocate calls to a technician within the same 
region. The cards are usually placed in chronological 
order. 



 Prioritising Service Calls. Under normal operating 
conditions each technician has a queue of jobs which are 
carried out on a First-Come-First-Served (FCFS) basis. 
The dispatcher may override the usual FCFS operation 
depending upon the priority of each call. The dispatchers 
change the priority of calls by changing the position of the 
call card in the technician's job queue or by switching the 
call to another technician in the region. 
 Return Problem. The technician may carry out some 
initial work on the machine, possibly using some parts 
from the van kit, and discover that extra parts are needed 
to fix the machine. The technician then reports this 
problem (RP) and requests delivery of the parts by Courier 
service. The technician can utilise the waiting time for the 
parts to arrive to carry out the next job and then return to 
fix the RP job. The job allocation in this case is decided 
by the time taken to go to the location to carry out the job, 
and the type of problem. If a still functioning machine has 
the RP (the call code is 1), then the technician leaves for 
the new job regardless of the waiting time. Otherwise, if 
the machine is down (the call code is 3), and if there is no 
job that can be done within the waiting time, then the 
technician has to wait for the part to arrive. 

3     Knowledge Engineering 
  
 The problem is a complex optimisation or efficiency 
improvement problem. However, finding improved 
operational procedures may require techniques other than 
mathematical optimisation methods, eg. reasoning about 
action techniques or adaptive techniques that improve with 
experience over time. To clarify the nature of the problem 
and to explore the need for, and potential success of, 
various knowledge engineering techniques, the following 
activities have been conducted: 1) knowledge acquisition; 
2) knowledge representation and engineering; 3) 
development and verification of the prototype KBS. 
 The knowledge required for building the KBS was 
acquired through a series of interview sessions. During the 
meetings, the range of the problem and service calls 
operational procedures were identified. The prototype 
KBS has been designed to take into account the questions 
that need to be resolved before an allocation can be 
done/recommended, and the decisions made within the 
system include but are not limited to the following: 
• when a request is received, which service van should 

it be given to; 
• which technicians are currently in the region of the 

request; 
• which technicians are busy; 
• how long will busy technicians require to complete 

their current jobs; 
• which technician will be available earlier; 

• which technicians are closest to the source of the 
request; 

• which technicians have the appropriate expertise; 
• which technicians have access to the necessary spare 

parts either by carrying them or being close to a 
suitable store; 

• what is the estimated response time; 
• what is the expected time to deliver the necessary 

parts; 
• what jobs can be done during the delivery (RP) time 

by a particular technician; 
• should a technician with RP wait at the current site or 

move to the next available job; 
• what job has to be allocated to a technician who 

completed current job. 

3.1   Reasoning About Action Approach. 
 
 The domain can be characterised as a dynamical 
system or as “a system whose state changes over time, and 
where effects flow forward in time so that the non-input 
part of the state at one time can only depend on its earlier 
states” [17]. The agents or key players of the system are 
capable of performing actions that influence state 
variables and thus change the system state. The task of 
next state prediction has become a major focus of research 
in Reasoning about Action and in related areas of 
Artificial Intelligence such as Belief Change. It can be 
informally described as follows: “given information about 
the current state of a dynamic world as well as information 
about the occurring event, we want to derive information 
about the next state of the world” [12]. 
 The historical approach to formalising reasoning 
about change has been to represent domain knowledge 
declaratively in a formal language capable of inferring 
“that a certain strategy will achieve its assigned goal” [11]. 
Traditionally logic has been chosen as a representation 
language and various reasoning systems1 have been 
designed to address the problem. The monotonic situation 
calculus [11] and developed nonmonotonic logics such as 
default logic [15], or circumscription [9, 10, 6] try to infer 
what facts are true once the events have occurred (actions 
have been performed) and thus answer queries about the 
theory without actually updating it. However, “to 
determine what is true about the world after an action has 
been performed, the default frame axiom must be 
examined once for every fact of interest” [3] in such an 
approach leading to serious computational problems. An 
alternative way to formalise reasoning about change was 

                                                 
1 The term “reasoning system” is used to refer to “any 
formal system that produces inferences about the effects of 
events” (Peppas, 1993). 



proposed in the STRIPS approach [1] and extended in the 
Possible Worlds Approach (PWA) [3], and the Possible 
Models Approach (PMA) [18]. The common to the 
approaches idea is to update a single model (theory) of the 
world transforming it into the “minimally-changed” one in 
which the consequences of the actions under consideration 
hold. Consider the STRIPS approach representing world 
models by sets of first-order logical formulas. A STRIPS 
system describes an action by its precondition (the 
applicability condition expressed by a first-order formula), 
add list and delete list (the lists of formulas that must be 
added to or deleted from the current world model 
respectively) [1, 7]. This approach to action representation 
has two clear advantages: an effective solution to the 
frame problem [11] - there is no need  at  all  to  list   what   
persist   through   time   since 
procedure updates only directly affected facts, and 
impossibility to generate multiple extensions of the Yale 
Shooting Problem type [5] - actions are described by 

incremental changes to a database that keeps a single 
model (theory) of the world. The major problem on this 
way is, however, that the STRIPS approach fails to solve 
the ramification problem [2]: “all consequences of an 
action must be explicitly listed in the add and delete lists” 
[3].  
 In order to estimate the limitations of the STRIPS 
approach with respect to the domain and the domain’s 
complexity we described the domain actions: 
allocate(tech, new_job), finished_job(tech, job), 
rp_report(tech, job), rp_allocation(tech, job), etc. as triples 
(P, D, A), where P is a precondition, and D and A are 
delete and add lists respectively - following [7]. For 
example, the following operator (P, D, A) describes the 
case of the action rp_allocation(tech, job) when a job with 
the RP for a malfunctioning machine (code 3) is re-
allocated to a technician with at least one waiting job and 
the courier delivery time is sufficient to conduct some 
waiting job. 

Precondition P2: 
 current_job(tech, job)  & job_status(job, “rp_3”)  & 
 status(tech, “busy”)   & waiting_jobs(tech, list)  & 
 ¬empty(list)3    & location(tech, current_loc) & 
 clock(time)     & delivery(job, delivery_time) & 
  ∃ next_job ( 
 member(next_job, list)4   & job_location(next_job, new_loc)   & 
 repair(next_job, repair_time) & travel(current_loc, new_loc, travel)   & 
 (repair_time + 2 * travel < delivery_time) & delete(next_job, list, new_list)5 
     ) 
Delete list D:      Add list A: 
 current_job(tech, job)    current_job(tech, next_job) 
 waiting_jobs(tech, list)     waiting_jobs(tech, [ job | new_list] ) 
 location(tech, current_loc)    location(tech, new_loc) 
 job_start(tech, _ )      job_start(tech, time + travel) 
 job_finish(tech, _ )      job_finish(tech, time + travel + repair_time) 
 

                                                 
2 Assuming a standard unification of variables (denoted by strings in italic), where _ is a standard anonymous variable (M.4 
User’s Guide, 1991). 
3 Strings in bold denote function calls rather than fact/relation names. 
4 Assuming straightforward definition of the member(x,y) function: returns True if x is a member of y. 
5 Assuming that the function delete(x,y,z) deletes element x from the list y;  z is the resulting list. 

 The first conclusion we can now make is that indeed 
the STRIPS leads to exponential difficulties as discussed 
in [3] due to the need “to split the original action into a 
variety of special cases, specifying preconditions, add lists 
and delete lists for each”. However, the following 
observations should be made: 
• the initial state of the domain is complete and 

determined by the appropriately initialised facts on 
technicians, and by the given travel times between 
suburbs; 

• the system consisting of the initial state and the 
operator descriptions satisfies the Soundness Theorem 
[7]; 

• all actions are deterministic and do not introduce 
incomplete information into the theory; 

• the update procedure is symmetric: every deleted fact 
has an added counterpart for every considered case. 

 The PWA, instead of describing explicit 
consequences of all actions, inferentially investigates 
domain constraints exploiting the idea that many 



apparently distinct preconditions and delete lists “may in 
actuality be manifestations of a small number of domain 
constraints” [4]. We do not intend here to formally apply 
systematic methodology for the assessment of various 
logics of actions [17] but the domain is likely within the 
range of applicability of the PWA (and, therefore, the 
broader PMA). In other words, it is not impossible to find 
a set of domain constraints always producing desirable 
inferences in the domain. However, complexity of this task 
is comparable with that of maintaining satisfactory 
descriptions of the actions in the STRIPS [14]. Moreover, 
a knowledge-based system incorporating the PWA 
requires implementation of an appropriate theorem prover 
and a tool for proofs’ analysis. Computational issues 
related to the design of such generic formal tools are not 
completely resolved at the moment.  

3.2  The Object-oriented Explicit Consequences 
Approach. 
 
 Although in general the PWA leads to a more 
compact knowledge representation  it does not reduce the  
time needed to evaluate the result of any particular action 
if compared with the STRIPS approach [3]: the STRIPS 
operator descriptions in some sense “compile” the 
interactions between the actions and the domain 
constraints into the delete list.  The mentioned symmetric 
character of the considered update procedure for the 
domain is the reflection of such an interaction. This 
feature can lead to the obvious simplification: it is no 
longer necessary to keep delete lists in the explicit form 
since the update procedure can add appropriate facts 

instead of their predecessors if the precondition holds. To 
justify the assumption that every deleted fact has an added 
counterpart for every considered case we observe an 
object-oriented character of the facts in operator 
descriptions: the update procedure is symmetric because 
the slots’ values of the instances of the corresponding 
classes are to be changed. 
 The object-oriented character of the domain 
knowledge not only explains why it was possible to obtain 
symmetric delete and add lists but allows also clarify the 
ontological characteristics of the domain actions. In 
particular, there is a distinction between structural 
ramification when “the action can affect features of other 
objects than those which occur as arguments of the action” 
and local ramifications involving only “features of the 
argument objects” [17]. The described actions avoided 
any structural ramifications or, in other words, affected 
only features (slots) of objects (instances) that were 
action’s arguments. Nevertheless, other scenarios are 
plausible as well. For example, consider the action 
rp_allocation(tech, job). In some cases the job, job is 
appended to the beginning of the waiting list of the 
technician tech. This might as well shift the last job in the 
list beyond the limit of the response time. That in turn can 
lead to re-allocation of this job to another technician 
affecting another object of the system. Thus, the 
distinction between structural and local ramifications in 
the domain becomes clearer under object-oriented 
representation.  
 Finally, we can represent every operator description 
in the form: 

 
∃   Technician  ∈ technician(id, job, queue, location, status, job_start, job_finish)  & 
∃   Job ∈ call_job(number, location, repair_time, delivery_time, code, courier_arrival)   
∋ 
Technician(tech, job_x, waiting_jobs_x, location_x, status_x, start_x, finish_x)      & 
Job(job, location, repair_time_y, delivery_time_y, code_y, courier_arrival_y)      & 
Precondition(Technician, Job) ≡ True            
⇒                         (1) 
Technician.job =  job_X,   Technician.queue =   waiting_jobs_X, Technician.location =  location_X, 
Technician.status =  status_X,  Technician.job_start =  start_X,   Technician.job_finish =  finish_X, 
Job.repair_time = repair_time_Y, Job.delivery_time =  delivery_time_Y,  
Job.code = code_Y,    Job.courier_arrival = courier_arrival_Y, 
 
where ⇒  means that if the antecedent is satisfied (ie. there 
exist instances of the “technician” and “call_job” classes 
such that their slots evaluate under standard unification the 
Precondition(Technician, Job) as true) then all variables 

ending with _X and _Y differing from their counterparts 
ending with _x and _y substitute them in such instances. 
For example, the considered case of the 
rp_allocation(tech, job) action can be represented as: 

 
∃   Technician  ∈ technician(id, job, queue, location, status, job_start, job_finish)  & 
∃   Job ∈ call_job(number, location, repair_time, delivery_time, code, courier_arrival) 
∋ 



Technician(tech, job, [ head | tail], location, “busy”, start, finish)     & 
Job(head, new_location, repair_time, delivery_time, “rp_3”, courier_arrival)   & 
clock(time)     &    travel(location, new_loc, travel)     &    (repair_time + 2 * travel < delivery_time) 
⇒ 
Technician.job = head,       Technician.queue = [job | tail], 
Technician.location = new_location,     Technician.job_start =  time + travel, 
Technician.job_finish =  time + travel + repair_time, 
 
where the call_job instance remained unaffected. 
 The actions descriptions in the form (1) that 
eliminates the delete lists, allows only local ramifications 
and guarantees soundness of operators describing actions 
justify the conclusion that the STRIPS approach enhanced 
with object-oriented knowledge representation is 
appropriate for the domain. 

4     Implementation of the Prototype KBS 
  
 The M.4 expert system shell (version 2.0)6 and 
Toolbook (version 1.53)7 have been used to design the 
prototype KBS. Currently, the prototype KBS is 
implemented under Microsoft Windows (version 3.1)8 
platform on an IBM PC 486 and includes the knowledge-
based system; a database module with information on 
technicians' attributes; and graphical user interface. 
 The KBS was developed via rule-based and object-
oriented programming approaches. The domain has been 
classified into two different classes representing entities of 
"technician" and "request for job". The KBS is composed 
of objects instantiated from these classes, IF-THEN 
pattern matching rules, and procedures defined on the 
instances. The prototype KBS supports dynamically 
created instances of the "Technician" class and controls 
instances of requests ("Call_job"). An example of a rule in 
the KBS is given below: 
if  
 call_job <- init = CALL  and 
 search_local_for(CALL) = X and 
 handle(X,CALL) = TECH  and 
 allocate(TECH,CALL) 
then   
 action(process_customer_call) = continue. 
 
 The KBS supports virtual time operations with 
granularity of one minute and allows to select one of the 
following modes: “process customer call”, “answer 
technician call”, “display all waiting calls”, “report 
technician status”, “finish”, covering different scenarios of 
dispatchers’ work. During runtime, the KBS retrieves 
static information from the database, handles cyclical 

                                                 
6  M.4 is a product of Cimflex Tecknowledge Corp. 
7  Toolbook is a registered trademark of Asymetrix Corp.  
8  Microsoft Windows is a trademark of Microsoft Corp. 

control of incoming customers' and technicians' calls, and 
allocates new and waiting jobs to available or suitable 
technicians. The KBS demonstrates realistic situational 
awareness in terms of events and actions.  
 

5     Summary 
 
 Verification of the prototype of KBS involved 
program debugging, error analysis, input acceptance and 
output generation, reasonableness of operations and run 
time control checking, and allowed to distinguish the 
following features and benefits. The KBS is capable of 
handling different situations in dispatch management 
within a real (virtual) time environment; provides realistic 
decision support model and consistent recommendations; 
prototypes an operational system for improved service and 
dispatch control which may replace paper system to 
support staff; recalculates best known solution every time 
there is a change (a new service request, a completion or 
RP report, etc.) and produces a fast response; and 
constitutes a platform for rigorous testing of alternative 
models (strategies) in simulation for decision 
improvement. 
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